No more lantern in progressive Bihar: PM Rajnath

Rahul raps Modi on migrant crisis, Chinese aggression

Modi says NDA rule has ended jungle raj in Bihar, seeks vote for development

MHA announces 10k crore flood relief for farmers

Govt sets stock limit for onion traders to check its prices

India on Tuesday crossed the 10-lakh Covid-19 mark after testing a record 24.31 lakh swab samples in a single day.

Record 14.5 lakh people tested in a day; recovery rate now touches 90%
In 2.5 yrs LNJP will be one of biggest hospitals in country: Kejriwal

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal on Friday said that a state-of-art building with cutting-edge medical technology was being gradually built for tertiary care with the help of a top medical group at LNJP hospital.

With an additional 1,500 beds, the new building will add 45 per cent to the overall capacity of LNJP hospital in New Delhi.

In Delhi's critical units, LNJP plans instead of having modern medical units would maintain standardised care.

Kejriwal said that the other construction work was going on and the actual work would begin after the monsoon. "In the past few years we have worked towards improving the living standards of the people of Delhi. AAP government has completed projects on time and has saved cost as well which is then further utilised for improving the quality of education."

The CM said, "Today is a remarkable day for Delhi. A state-of-the-art top medical group is being built along with a tertiary care hospital."

Kejriwal said that the CM said that the overall capacity of LNJP hospital would be increased from 2,700 beds to 4,500 beds in the new block. The existing block is being added to, whereas a new block with 1,800 beds is being added in Delhi's national capital. The new block will provide state-of-the-art medical care and will have all the modern facilities.

"We have a cascading effect on all departments. Hence we have decided to transform the education department from a paper-based one to an online one so that students can participate in the online classes. We have also decided to transform the road and transport department to a state-of-the-art one,

"Delhi Health Minister Satyendar Jain also attended the event. "Today is a milestone in the requirement of the hospital and we are happy that we have a new medical block, new state-of-the-art system and world-class medical technology.

Kejriwal said, "It has been our goal to reduce the pollution levels in the city and while we have effectively succeeded, it is due to all those who sacrificed their time and efforts. While we can't control what happens in the next few months, we can control the overall pollution levels."

"We have been working on this for some time, and it will be decided how the pollution levels can be reduced in the city and while we have effectively succeeded, it is due to all those who sacrificed their time and efforts. While we can't control what happens in the next few months, we can control the overall pollution levels," the CM said.

Karnataka Govt decides to reopen degree, diploma & engineering colleges from Nov 17

Bengaluru: The Karnataka government on Friday decided to reopen degree, diploma and engineering colleges that were shut since March due to the COVID-19 pandemic, from November 17, with students allowed to opt for online or offline classes.

Deputy Chief Minister G Parameshwara said that all the factors, policy applications and the requirements of the citizens, have been studied. "We have taken a decision to reopen degree, diploma and engineering colleges from November 17."
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C'garh notifies amendments in new Industrial Policy

The Chhattisgarh State Power Generation Co Ltd has notified amendments in its new Industrial Policy 2019-24 which has been notified now. The policy states that small scale industries will have an opportunity to get benefits from the government. The policy provides several incentives to the micro industries and small scale industries also. The policy is aimed at promoting industries in the state and creating new jobs. The policy also aims at extending various facilities to the existing industries.

The rebate is on a higher scale when compared to earlier industries. The policy seeks to promote industries in the state and create more jobs. The policy also aims at extending various facilities to the existing industries. The rebate is on a higher scale when compared to earlier industries.

Man arrested with 62.50 kg cannabis in Gariaband

Friday seized 62.50 kg of cannabis from a man in Chhattisgarh’s Godda police station. The police found the cannabis during a search of a vehicle (CG-04, LY-9922) near a village in the Chhura police station. The police then arrested the man from the vehicle.

BJP pulls up govt over law and order

The BJP has pulled up the government over the state’s law and order situation. The party has expressed concern over the increase in crime in the state.

C'garh’s hydropower stations see maximum power generation

The state’s hydropower stations have reached their maximum capacity. The state government has been focusing on the development of hydropower projects in the state. The state has set a target of generating 318.2 million units of electricity in the current year.
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Naval exercises include warships, attack helicopters, and other combatants, according to the Navy. They are conducted in various locations, including the Arabian Sea.
For this, the teams have been in protest of Hathras incident. 

Eknath Khadse on Friday fired aside Thackeray unveiled a relief for farmers, had it not been for the COVID-19 vaccine, once available.

Mumbai caps registrar FIR against Republic TV studio for creating discomfort among police force.
Vaccine politics
Perhaps the BJP forgot that as a party in governance, it is answerable not just to those pol-bourne States.

Politicalショット shouldn't trespass reason. And theBJP's performance is about consequences of certain issues are not meant to be politicised, especially when it comes to offering anything as ominous a choice as we are seeing. But(perhaps that the entire nation which could end up being the worst-hit in the world. That, too, is an issue that needs to be addressed by the current Government. What is happening is not just another instance of post-political panic—it is an attempt to manipulate the anxieties caused by the current COVID-19 pandemic to have revived the world in a more than a century, and the latest movement of the Hindu Mahasabha cannot have galvanised the Opposition, Delhi Chief Minister and leader of Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) Arvind Kejriwal have already gone on the offensive. By now, the United States while National Conference leader Omar Abdullah called the announcement a "populist" that "shamelessly exploits COVID-19." He even wondered if the "populist" would be paying for the vaccine from the national treasury. The BJP has repeatedly lauded the government's fight against COVID-19,

The supposed example of the world's largest democracy is what we are now seeing. The clock is ticking, and the situation is not getting any better. The government seems to be more concerned with its political agenda than with the actual needs of the people. The situation is dire, and it is time for the government to take action and prioritize the well-being of its citizens. Only then can India emerge as the world's largest democracy, as it claims to be.
An exaggerated clampingdown

The youth in the streets of Lagos may not realize that their rebellion could endanger a corrupt system, but those who benefit from it certainly do.

**T**

hroughout the cities of Lagos, girls are invading universities, seeking to escape to freedom. They are standing up and speaking out against the violence, oppression, and inequality that pervades the city. But they may not realize that their actions could endanger the system that benefits from it.

**WAYNE Dyer**

In a country where a majority of patients are diagnosed in the later stages of the disease, the Coronavirus outbreak is further hampering diagnosis and treatment of cancer

**SACHIN KABRA**

Recent figures show that the number of COVID-19 cases is on the rise in India, with over 100,000 new cases reported daily. This is concerning, as the country is still recovering from the first wave of the pandemic.

**NEHA JAIN**

The rise in COVID-19 cases has also led to an increase in the number of patients admitted to hospitals, putting a strain on the healthcare system. This, combined with the lack of proper testing and tracing measures, has made it difficult to contain the spread of the virus.

**HE (TRUMP) PORUS FUEL ON EVERY SINGLE RACIST FIRE. THIS GUY HAS A DOG WHISTLE ABOUT AS BIG AS A FOG HORN.**

**DONALD TRUMP**

In the midst of the pandemic, the government has announced plans to provide financial assistance to those affected by the virus. This is a welcome move, as it will help alleviate some of the economic strain caused by the lockdowns.

**CONCERNS OVER AN AGING WORLD**

The world is facing a severe aging crisis, with the number of elderly people increasing worldwide. This presents a challenge for governments and societies, as they need to plan for the future and ensure that the needs of the elderly are met.

**DANGEROUS DELAY**

Just as we were beginning to see some progress in the fight against COVID-19, the delta variant has emerged, threatening to undo all our gains. As we head into the future, it is important to remember that the battle is not over and that we must remain vigilant.

**VIRGINIA O’BRIEN**

The role of technology in medical education is growing, with online platforms providing access to courses and resources. However, this also poses challenges, as there is a need for better regulation and quality control.

**PAINTING WITHOUT A ROOF**

The lack of proper medical facilities in many areas is a major concern, as it limits access to care and treatment. This is particularly problematic in rural areas, where many people live far from healthcare facilities.

**JASON SAVAGE**

The current situation in India is a stark reminder of the urgent need for better planning and preparation. It is crucial that we work together to ensure that everyone has access to the care they need.

**KHALIL JABRI**

The increasing number of cases in India is a cause for concern, and it is important that we take action to curb the spread of the virus. This includes improving vaccination rates and implementing strict quarantine measures.

**SABIN MARI**

The government has announced plans to increase the number of vaccination centers and to make vaccines more accessible. However, it is crucial that these efforts are backed by a strong monitoring and evaluation system to ensure that the vaccines are reaching those who need them.

**UNIVERSITY OF MANCHESTER**

The impact of the pandemic on education is being felt worldwide, with many institutions struggling to adapt to the new normal. It is important that we invest in digital learning and support teachers in making the transition.

**SHADIA EL KARAKA**

The closure of budget private schools lomge large

**GIRISH DURALI**

With apathy, large government allocation and high-handedness, school education becoming nobody’s baby

**S. HAMID**

The theme of the paper is an exaggerated clamping down on the youth in the streets of Lagos. The youth are standing up against the violence, oppression, and inequality that pervades the city. But the impact on society is significant, and we need to address it.
China warns UK not to offer citizenship to Hong Kong residents

WASHINGTON: British Prime Minister Boris Johnson has offered to give British Overseas Territories status to hundreds of thousands of Chinese people in Hong Kong, prompting Beijing to warn that the move could trigger “serious consequences.” It was understood that China was considering measures in response to Britain’s offer to give citizenship to tens of thousands of Hong Kong residents over the next five years, on the advice of the British government.

The Chinese foreign ministry said on Thursday that it would “resolutely and firmly respond” to Britain’s offer. In a statement, the ministry said that the offer was “a flagrant attempt to meddle in Hong Kong affairs” and would lead to “serious consequences.” It said that China would “take all necessary measures” to safeguard national sovereignty, security and development interests.

The ministry also said that China would “resolutely and firmly respond to the proposal of the British government.” It also called on the British government to “terminate this kind of China-related incitement,” and said it would “take all necessary measures and resolute actions” to safeguard national sovereignty, security and development interests.

Britain’s offer comes after the British government announced plans to allow people in Hong Kong who were born before 1997 to apply for citizenship after five years in the UK. This is expected to affect tens of thousands of people, many of whom were born in Hong Kong before its handover to China in 1997.

The offer comes amid ongoing concerns about British involvement in Hong Kong’s affairs, with Beijing accusing London of meddles in the city’s internal affairs.

US Embassy in Turkey issues alert on potential attacks

ISTANBUL: The US Embassy in Turkey issued a security alert Friday saying it had reports of a possible attack on Americans and foreigners in Istanbul. The embassy has asked Turkish authorities to take all necessary steps to ensure the safety of Americans and foreigners as well as Turkish citizens.

The embassy said it had received credible reports of potential terrorist attacks and kidnappings against US citizens and foreigners in Istanbul. It said the reports had been confirmed by the US Consulate General, which, as a precaution, has closed the consulate on Saturday.

The embassy also urged Americans to exercise caution in Istanbul and avoid large gatherings, crowded shopping malls and other locations where foreigners gather. It advised all Americans in Istanbul to be vigilant.

The embassy also said that it had received reports of an unfinished tunnel dug by militants in the Istanbul province. The tunnel is said to be around 100 meters long and is used by the militants to stage attacks.

Israel strikes Gaza after Palestinian militant attacks

JERUSALEM: Israeli air strikes late Friday hit sites in Gaza that Israeli officials said were used by militants to launch rockets into Israel. The strikes came after several rockets were launched from Gaza into Israel on Friday.

The Israeli military said in a statement that it had struck two rocket launchers in Gaza and one in the West Bank. It said the strikes were in response to rocket attacks that had been launched from Gaza on Friday.

The military said it had targeted the sites in order to deter future attacks and stated that it would continue to take action against any rockets that are launched from Gaza.

Pak’s anti-corruption body slaps fresh graft case on Nawaz Sharif

ISLAMABAD: Pakistan’s anti-corruption body has slapped a fresh graft case on former Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif, prosecutors announced.

The anti-corruption body has filed a complaint against Sharif and his family members, accusing them of misusing their position for personal gain.

The anti-corruption body said that it had received complaints from several sources, including the wealthy Sharif family, about the misuse of power and resources.

The body said that it had decided to file the fresh case after reviewing the evidence and determining that there was sufficient evidence to warrant the charges.

The body said that it would also seek to recover any proceeds of crime and would work with other authorities to ensure that justice is done.

R&AW chief’s meeting with Nepal PM sparks criticism

KATHMANDU: Nepal Prime Minister K P Sharma Oli, who has been involved in a series of diplomatic efforts with neighboring countries, met with the head of the US Office of Foreign Military Financing (OFM) to discuss ways to improve defense cooperation.

Oli met with United States Ambassador to Nepal Joseph Yesufu, who is leading a high-level delegation, on Saturday. The meeting was aimed at discussing ways to strengthen military-to-military cooperation between the two countries.

The meeting was seen as a significant step in efforts to improve relations between the two countries, which have been strained in recent years.

The US-brokered meeting comes at a time when Nepal is looking to strengthen its defense and security cooperation with other countries, particularly the US, as a means of offsetting its growing dependence on China.

Nepal is a key partner in the US-led strategy to contain China’s influence in the region. The US has been providing military and diplomatic support to Nepal as part of its broader strategy to counter Chinese influence in the region.

The meeting comes as Nepal is also seeking to improve its security cooperation with other countries, including India, as part of its efforts to ensure national security and stability.

The meeting was seen as an important step in efforts to improve relations between the two countries, which have been strained in recent years.

The US-brokered meeting comes at a time when Nepal is looking to strengthen its defense and security cooperation with other countries, particularly the US, as a means of offsetting its growing dependence on China.

The meeting was seen as a significant step in efforts to improve relations between the two countries, which have been strained in recent years.

The US-brokered meeting comes at a time when Nepal is looking to strengthen its defense and security cooperation with other countries, particularly the US, as a means of offsetting its growing dependence on China.
Indian business returns to the growth path, says Unilever

New Delhi: After a strict lockdown, India’s leading FMCG company has reported a strong growth in sales. The company has said that it has returned to the growth path after a brief dip due to the lockdown. Unilever’s CEO, Paul Polman, said: “Our momentum has returned, and we are optimistic about the future.” The company had seen a dip in sales during the lockdown, but it has now bounced back with strong growth.

Markets back to winning ways

Auto, Power Stocks Rally

Domestic equity markets on Friday regained the momentum after a day’s correction and ended the day marginally higher. Auto and power stocks rose up to 2 per cent, driven by strong domestic and overseas cues, while the index ended marginally higher. BSE Sensex settled 127.11 points higher at 30,685.50, and the broader NSE Nifty rose to 9,115.00 from 9,091.25.

GST compensations

Centre borrows, transfers ₹6k cr to 16 States

Reserve Bank Governor Shaktikanta Das has said that there is room for rate cut and the next monetary policy review would depend upon the overall economic situation and the inflationary trend. The government may assess the status of the Central government’s GST compensations before the next monetary policy review.

Rate cut will depend upon moderation in inflation: RBI

In minutes of its meeting held on Thursday, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) said that the rate cut would depend upon moderation in inflation. The RBI also said that the next policy review would be held in the second half of the current fiscal year.
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In brief

YES BANK posts ₹130 crores net profit in Q2

New Delhi: YES Bank reported a net profit of ₹130 crores for the quarter ended June 30, 2020. The bank had reported a net loss of ₹2,229 crores for the same period last year.

Fuel crisis deepens on low demand

New Delhi: The government has added to the fuel crisis by raising excise duty on petrol by ₹1 and diesel by ₹0.8. This will lead to a hike of ₹1.75 per litre in petrol and ₹1.5 per litre in diesel.

Chief Minister for creation of 52 new-upgraded courts

Chief Minister of ILO Governing body after a gap of 35 years

A for a gap of 35 years, India has assumed the Chairmanship of ILO Governing Body after a gap of 35 years. This is a significant achievement for India and the ILO.

ILO Governing Body is a high-level decision-making body of the ILO, responsible for setting the policy framework for the organization’s work.

Chennai: After a gap of 35 years, India has assumed the Chairmanship of ILO Governing Body after a gap of 35 years. This is a significant achievement for India and the ILO.
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WHY THE CAGED BIRD SINGS

Filmmaker Ida Ali’s is absorptive in her approach. Stories and people inspire her. Perhaps, it’s also why she chose her help to be the protagonist and leading actor for her debut short film, Bechan Chikya shot and directed during the lockdown. She tells Chawki Mitra, how a story can be expressed through a film with very limited resources.

A shot at stake
Author Suman Dubey’s debut novel, The Fixer, revolves around crime and power in the world of Indian cricket.

MIR AHAAN
Athena Balaghi’s new novel, set in the world of cricket, is a vivid and engaging read. The story is about the journey of a young woman who is determined to prove herself in a male-dominated world.

Preet Saharan
I read Aamir Khan’s autobiography, Secret Superstar, and was inspired to write a novel about a young woman who dreams of becoming a singer. This is the result of my experience and passion for writing.
The carvings on prehistoric rocks, some of which are known as 'petroglyphs,' are believed to be the earliest form of art. These ancient art forms were a way for early humans to express their thoughts and ideas. The use of art has been a constant throughout human history, from cave paintings to modern graffiti, and it continues to evolve with the times.

In today's world, art is not just a representation of the human experience, but also a tool for social change and a means of self-expression. Artists use their work to address complex issues and to challenge societal norms. The explosion of social media and digital platforms has made it easier for artists to reach a global audience, and as a result, art is becoming more accessible than ever before.

The availability of art in various forms, such as digital art, augmented reality, and interactive art installations, is blurring the boundaries between art and technology. These new forms of art are not only more accessible but also more immersive, offering a deeper connection with the audience.

In conclusion, art is a universal language that transcends cultures and time periods. It has the power to evoke emotional responses, challenge our perceptions, and inspire us to think differently. As technology continues to evolve, art will continue to adapt and evolve alongside it, creating new forms and mediums for expression.
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KKR aim to stay in hunt

Aussies aim to shut down all-fours

Kolkata Knight Riders aim to stay in the hunt when they take on a low-on-confidence Royal Challengers Bangalore in the first of two matches in Singapore on Monday. Royal Challengers will be looking to stretch their lead over the struggling KKR, who are 11th in the table with three wins from 15 games.

KKR have been inconsistent this season and have often been blunted by a lack of batting depth. They also have a new bowling lineup after the replacements for injured pacer Pat Cummins and all-rounder Andre Russell.

KKR's bowling spearhead has been Bangladesh pacer Mashrafe Mortaza, who has taken 12 wickets in 14 matches. He has been their best bowler this season and took 2/22 in the last game.

KKR have been batting well in the Powerplay but have failed to sustain their efforts. The team has managed to lose only five games in the Powerplay, while they have lost nine games in the overs following. They have also managed to win only two of their six matches after the Powerplay.

The challenge for KKR will be to bat long and sustain their batting efforts after the Powerplay. They have also been inconsistent with the bat in the middle overs, scoring just 101 runs in the 16-20 overs.

KKR's young guns, such as Nitish Rana and Shubman Gill, have been impressing with their aggression and style of play. They have been scoring runs at a good rate and have put on some impressive performances.

However, the team's middle-order batsmen have been inconsistent and have failed to provide support to their openers. They have scored just 433 runs in the middle overs, with an average of 20.64.

The team's bowlers have been inconsistent as well. They have taken just 12 wickets in the middle overs, with an average of 39.34.

KKR will need to improve their bowling in the middle overs if they want to challenge Royal Challengers in the first game.

Survival of the fittest

KXIP, Sunrisers must win to keep play-off hopes alive

Kolkata Knight Riders aim to stay in the hunt when they take on a low-on-confidence Royal Challengers Bangalore in the first of two matches in Singapore on Monday. Royal Challengers will be looking to stretch their lead over the struggling KKR, who are 11th in the table with three wins from 15 games.

KKR have been inconsistent this season and have often been blunted by a lack of batting depth. They also have a new bowling lineup after the replacements for injured pacer Pat Cummins and all-rounder Andre Russell.

KKR's bowling spearhead has been Bangladesh pacer Mashrafe Mortaza, who has taken 12 wickets in 14 matches. He has been their best bowler this season and took 2/22 in the last game.
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